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F-15 SPIN TESTS 
Results and Conclusions 



• When the Thunderbirds do a 
low altitude roll it sure is pretty to 
watch. Eleven years ago I tried the 
same stunt at a remote airstrip in 
SEA and very nearly didn't live to 
tell about it. 

Whenever we landed our OV-IOs 
to "show the colors" at this 3,000 
foot airstrip, it became an unspoken 
expectation that, after we refueled, 
we would take off and fly by the 
field at low altitude with our smoke 
generator on. This was well receiv
ed by the locals who would always 
turn out for an OVIO departure. 

On the day it was my turn to 
"carry the banner;' my smoke 
generator was inoperative, so I 
decided I would do something sure 
to impress everyone. Little did 1 
know how much it would impress 
me! As 1 taxied out, the locals start
ed coming out of their "hootches" 

with many of them smiling and 
waving. 1 was ready to water their 
eyes! 

1 took off and immediately re
quested a fly-by which was cleared 
with much enthusiasm. I hung my 
Bronco on its props to gain as much 
altitude as I could in a sweeping 
turn. From about 4,000 feet, 1 
lowered the nose and dove down to 
the runway where 1 l~veled off at 
about 75 feet AGL. At midfield, I 
pulled the nose up and started a 
roll. With a 230 gallon centerline 
tank (fortunately empty) and three 
rocket pods, the nose started falling 
at an alarming rate, but not as fast 
as my jaw! 

1 couldn't put negative Gs on the 
airplane because, as any Bronco
buster knows, zero Gs means zero 
oil pressure, and that means zero 
thrust (the props feather because 

• 
• they are held in the correct position 

by oil pressure). 1 guess I had suffi
cient airspeed, altitude and pitch (I 
certainly didn't have any ideas) to 
complete the roll before 1 hit the 
ground. 

I was lucky. Another OV-IO unit • 
lost an airplane and both pilots 
when they tried the same man-
euver. 

If you think a slow aileron roll is 
neat, try one - at altitude - on 
your next flight. Vary entry air • 
speeds and pitch angles and watch 
just how much altitude you can 
lose! Then throw in some other fac-
tors such as a heavier aircraft (i.e. , 
right after take off) and pressure 
altitude different from what you are 
accustomed to taking off with every • 

day. fI 
Bottom line - leave the airshows 

to the Thunderbirds! • 

• 
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F-15 Spin Tests • 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Three of the most re
cent F-15 Class A 
mishaps were the result 
of pilot induced control 
loss or perceived loss of 
control. Discussions of 
departures, spins, and 
recovery techniques are 
understandably frequent 
in the F-15 community. 
To add some useful in
formation to this inter
change, we are re
printing a series of ar
ticles first published in 
the McDonnell Douglas 
Product Support Digest. 
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JACK KRINGS 
Project Experimental Pilot 

Definitions and Characteristics 
• A total of 811 high angle of at
tack maneuvers were conducted be
tween April 1974 and July 1975 dur
ing 141 flights in the test program. 
Testing progressed from an initial 
evaluation of one G stall characteris
tics to the performance of simulated 
air combat maneuvers, without los
ing our airplane or our composure. 
Because we were specifically trying 
to get into spin situations rather 
than stay out of them (as any nor
mal self-respecting pilot would do), 
there were a few physically uncom
fortable moments and we did resort 
to the spin recovery chute in one 
safety-first situation. 

The program produced approx
imately 70 developed spins of 
several types as described below, 
but many of our spin attempts were 
unsuccessful, which is a happy 
thought now that I look back at it! 
Holding pro-spin controls after ac
celerated stalls at high energy pro
duced violent motions which would 
subside immediately when controls 
were neutralized. Early unsuccess
ful spin attempts also produced 
continuous rolls at less than stall 
angle of attack. Usually, three to 
four full rolls occurred, which 
would subside with neutral con
trols. When first seen, this was in
itially interpreted as a spin. Often, 
a rolling motion accompanies recov
ery from departure or spins. 

Prolonged unsuccessful spin at-411 
tempts on two occasions resulted in 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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• 

• 
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unintentional coupled entries. A 
high negative G couple to an in
verted spin resulted in the only dual 
engine stagnation of the program. 
Sequential shutdown and relight 
precluded emergency system opera
tion. The lake bed never looked so 
beautiful! A + 9 G coupled 
maneuver also resulted from a 15 
second aggravated pro-spin control 
attempt when the airplane really 
didn't want to spin. 

Since one of the purposes of our 
program was to provide the pilot 
with an understanding of the high 
angle of attack flight capabilities of 
the F-15, here is a set of definitions 
regarding stall, departure, and spin 
characteristics. 

Stall-Maximum obtainable angle 
of attack at full longitudinal stick 
displacement. 

The 1 G stall typically exhibits 
classical buffet and non-divergent 
dutch roll stabilizing at 90 to 100 
knots, approximately 40 degrees 
angle of attack, and ± 5 degrees 
sideslip. Instant full aft stick abrupt 

/ 

Required yaw rates can only be generated by aileron deflection or asymmetric load . The 
yaw rate is the key parameter in the progression from stall through spin . 

commanded maneuvers up to 30 
degrees per second yaw rate. Yaw 
rate alone will maintain angle of at
tack above stall. Required yaw rates 
can only be generated by aileron 
deflection or asymmetric load. The 
yaw rate is the key parameter in the 
progression from stall through spin. 

Spin-Uncommanded motion 

with a sustained direction of yaw 
having a yaw rate average in excess 
of 60 degrees per second. 

• Oscillatory spins are defined 
as spins with pitch oscillation over 
approximately 10 degrees. These 
spins were more violent with 
significant yaw rate hesitations. 
They were all self-recoverable when 

• " ... We must keep in mind that the historic ability of early flight 

tests to predict future operational talent to depart airplanes has 

been notoriously poor." 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

stalls overshoot at 60 degrees angle 
of attack and 50 knots. Accelerated 
stalls ultimately typify 1 G stalls, but 
higher energy enhances the accel
erations produced by the dutch roll. 
Divergence in yaw rate is noticeable 
with lateral asymmetry. Inverted 
stalls were stable at 120 knots and 
- 20 degrees angle of attack. Ac
celerated inverted stalls can reach 
- 30 degrees angle of attack. 

Departure - Uncommanded mo
tion at high angle of attack. Pick 
your own numbers. 

Dynamic (less than one second to 
the aft stop) accelerated stalls would 
produce yaw and roll rates we 
termed departures. The effects of 
lateral asymmetry were very domi
nant. Departure always occurred 
opposite to the asymmetry. We 
chose to define departures as un-

continued 

Dynamic, accelerated stalls would produce yaw and roll rates termed departures. The ef
fects of lateral asymmetry were very dominant. 
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F-15 Spin Tests 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS continued 

controls were neutralized. There is 
an academic line somewhere be
tween departures and oscillatory 
spins. Yaw rates spike occasionally 
to 100 degrees per second and angle 
of attack can oscillate to 70 to 80 
degrees. 

• Non-oscillatory, steady spins 
were developed from 65 to 140 
degrees per second yaw rates. 
Precise timing of entry controls was 
required when laterally sym
metrical. Lateral control (aileron) 
was effective to increase or decrease 
yaw rate. This capability allowed a 
step-by-step progress in spins to 
essentially maximum rpm with 
recoverability at each increment of 
spin rate. At lower yaw rates, the 
spin recovery trend with anti-spin 
aileron was sometimes barely 
discernible, but was ultimately ef
fective. This slow-rate recovery was 
first encountered during the power 
approach (PA) spin when the 
recovery chute was deployed. Sub
sequent tests reproduced this type 
spin and successful aerodynamic 
recovery. The loss of altitude was 
only 1,000 feet per turn, so, at 35 or 
40 thousand feet, there was no im
mediate concern. 

Incremental increases in spin rpm 
allowed evaluation of spin/recovery 
characteristics, effects of controls, 
and the tendency to recover or in
crease rpm with neutral controls. 
The high rpm spins (above 100 
degrees per second) produced from 
2 to 3 Gs (eyeballs out). These spins 
were obviously uncomfortable. The 
torso harness was installed after the 
first few 2 + G flights. Prolonged 
pro-spin controls repeatedly pro
duced flat 90 + degrees per second 
yaw rate non-oscillatory spins. At 
least a dozen "flat" spins were per
formed, all of which recovered 
positively and repeatedly with full 
anti-spin aileron. No other control 
or combination of control deflec
tions enhanced recovery from any 
spins. Minor variation in spin and 
recovery characteristics were seen 
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with symmetrical tanks/missiles, 
CG location, engine power setting, 
and entry technique variables. 

• Inverted spins are still distaste
ful. The inverted spin was easily at
tained and could be progressively 
explored. It was found to ultimate
ly stabilize at - 35 to - 45 degrees 
angle of attack and 50 to 55 degrees 
per second yaw rate. The airplane 
is self-recoverable with neutral con
trols from inverted spins. 

• Power Approach spin tests 
were saved until last, as a result of 
the earlier PA spin chute recovery. 
A valiant attempt by some of the 
faint hearted to retroactively 
eliminate PA spins from the contract 
specification was denied. The slow 
recovery in the first PA spin was 
reproduced in the clean configura
tion . The PA spin was revisited 
successfully. 

Susceptibility 
Spin susceptibility is extremely 

low since stall departure suscep
tibilIty is low and self-recovery pro
bability is extremely high (all cases 
tested), even with lateral asym
metry. Our tests did show however, 
that lateral asymmetry definitely in
creases departure and spin suscep
tibility. One AIM-9 and one AIM-7 
on the same side will cause depar
tures from accelerated stalls with 
full aft stick only. These departures 
are self-recoverable with neutral 
controls. 

Greater asymmetry will produce 
spins with prolonged full aft stick 
after abrupt accelerated stalls. In 
previous spin programs, we were 
mystified as to why it went different 
ways on different days. We never 
had an airplane as repeatable, con
trollable, and recoverable as this one 
to explore and define this sensitive 
parameter. 

The speed brake destabilizes the 
airplane and increases depar
ture/spin susceptibility. It doesn't af
fect spin character or recovery. The 
Control Augmentation System has 

little or no effect on out-of-control 
susceptibility; and it turns off at 
40 o/second so is out of the picture 
in spins and during recovery. 

The cause of the unintentional 
spin encountered in No. 1 F-15 
became obvious during the pro
gram - it had 1,000 pounds of in
ternal wing fuel asymmetry and the 
speed brake extended. 
Modifications 

Four airplane modifications were 
recommended. One of them was 
something I've been trying to sell 
for years - a "Spin Warning Cue" 
which tells the pilot that he has 
already departed but is still in the 
"self-recovery phase." In other 
wor:ds, "Let go, and it will recover 
itself!" Departure prevention is 
great if departures are really bad, 
but let's face it, how do you prevent 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

a departure going straight up at zero 
degrees angle of attack which in- .a. 
stantly changes to 180 degrees angle W
of attack? The audio warning in the 
F-15 tells the pilot that all this flop-
ping around the airplane is doing 
can lead to a spin if he doesn't quit. 
The audio spin warning starts beep-
ing slowly at 30 degrees per second 
yaw rate; the interrupt rate increases 
with yaw rate; and when it is steady 
(at 60 degrees per second), you are 
in Spin City. Now you have to 
figure out which way it is going and 
put in full aileron to ensure 
recovery. 

Modification Number 2, the 
"Spin Recovery Aid;' tells the con
trol system (at 60 degrees/second 
yaw rate) to give you full aileron at 
any longitudinal stick position (we 
do the same thing with the gear 
down for better approach hand
ling), essentially removing the anti
spin design of the flight control sys
tem. You have somehow out-foxed 
the anti-spin design (since you are 
spinning!), so let's make recovery 
easier. We satisfied ourselves that 
this mod will not affect spin suscep- a 
tibility. • 

The third modification affects the 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Tests have shown that the airplane is self recoverable in air-to-air configurations if controls are neutralized when the spin warning tone 
comes on. 

fuel system and keeps wing fuel 

• 
symmetrical; and the final change 
auto-retracts the speed brake above 
15 degrees angle of attack. 

For an airplane that is highly 
resistant to departures and spins, 
we seem to be proposing a fair 
number of out-of-control oriented 

• modifications. However, we must 
keep in mind that the historic abili
ty of early flight tests to predict 
future operational talent to depart 
airplanes has been notoriously 
poor. 

• Recoverability 
With the modifications installed, 

stalls and departures up to the spin 
warning tone are permissible in the 
air-to-air configuration. Tests have 
shown airplane self-recoverability in 
any air-to-air configuration if con-

• trois are neutralized when the spin 
warning tone comes on. 

When that guy comes along with 
the trick we couldn't find and 
manages to spin this airplane, the 
tone will stay on steady; now he 

• must determine direction and app
ly appropriate aileron. When the 

_ aileron has done its thing and the 
• spin breaks, the audio stops; now 

the controls can be neutralized and 

• 

welcome to the club! Fairly simple, 
I'd say. 

Category II 
The USAF Category II program 

focused on things we didn't do in 
Cat I and three areas were explored: 
autorolls, large lateral asymmetry, 
and the centerline-tank-only con
figuration . Non-self-recoverable 
auto-rolls were generated, and 
recovery with opposite rudder was 
repeatedly successful. Pete Winters 
flew the Category II Air Force pro
gram, with Don Wilson directing 
the tests. Pete chased me a lot and 
had a unique talent for "creating" 
chase airplanes when none were 
available. 

Neutral control self-recover abili
ty was demonstrated with max
imum lateral asymmetry in the air
to-air configuration . Stall charac
teristics were evaluated with as 
much as one full (600 gallon) exter
nal wing tank. Investigation during 
Category II of the centerline tank ef
fects indicated that it significantly 
increased departure susceptibility 
but did not affect neutral control 
self-recovery up to spin warning 
tone yaw rates. 

Operational Configuration 
One flight was flown with the 

production system; all flight test in
dicators were masked; and all mods 
were installed, approximating the 
production configuration. Multiple 
stalls, departures, and spins were 
performed and recovered. I would 
personally have no reluctance to 
repeat such a flight without the 
emergency equipment. 

Conclusions 
Here are the key discoveries that 

were made. 

• The airplane is essentially 
unrestricted. 

• The operational pilot has a cue 
to identify how best to recover and 
confidence that it will. 

• All angles of attack and 
sideslip (0 to 180 degrees) were 
achieved without incident. 

• The engines performed be
yond expectations. 

• I think we fully explored all 
operationally achievable out-of
control maneuvers. 

• We recognize our poor track 
record in forecasting spin losses and 
tried to do something about it. • 
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• The mission was to be an early 
morning launch for a 4 v 4 DACT 
against our local squadron of Phan
toms. It was to be the climax to a 
good week of DACT during our tac
tics phase but it didn't quite go as 
planned. 

The wx forecast was poor; solid 
cloud cover from 500 to 15,000 feet 
but with a chance of lower cloud 
tops to the east . We spent a lot of 
time searching for suitable alter
nates since the recovery was 
planned for the Phantom base and 
it had no precision radar. 

I was the leader and spent con
siderable time briefing the IMC trail 
departure, RV, engagements and 
the recovery to the Phantom base. 
We delayed take off due to the 
weather but found ourselves rapid
ly approaching the latest take off 
time to achieve a GCI and an area 
deconfliction window. 

As my 4-ship taxied out I in
formed departure that we would be 
flying a 20-second trail departure in 
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pairs and requested a non-standard 
right turn out after take off to be 
cleared through our satellite radar 
unit. We launched off into the "god' 
and I called the flight to departure 
frequency (mistake - I should have 
put everybody on departure fre
quency prior to rolling - non-SOP 
at this base) . The base had just 
changed all the ATC frequencies 
and the Harrier has difficulties at 
the high end of the UHF spectrum. 
As you've probably guessed by 
now, leader couldn't talk or receive 
so I punched over to the arrival fre
quency, explained the problem, and 
told arrival to get the rest of the for
mation over to this frequency. I had 
briefed the departure well so the 
rear element was following my 
ground track. However, after 15 
seconds of silence and the absence 
of any check in from my flight, I 
asked arrival where they were. This 
controller replied, "Re-attempt con
tact on departure!" I replied 
"NEGATIVE" and told him to get. 
everybody on arrival frequency IM-

• 
MEDIATELY." Unbeknown to me, 
departure had issued an altitude 
restriction due to traffic which, of 
course, I had not acknowledged . I • 
was now climbing through FL 180, 
in cloud, for my assigned FL 230. At 
FL 200 I popped out VMC, my flight 
checked in and I glanced to the left. 
to see, one mile away and at the 
same level, a KC-135. I called my 
passing level to the rear element • 
and the position reference to the 
KC-135. A new controller screamed, 
'f\ren't you at FL 180?" 

We pressed onwards to the GCI 
frequency and joined up but the 
weather was worse than forecast. I 
dropped the rear pair into 3-mile 
trail for a trail let-down towards the 
"reported" better weather t9 the 
north . At this point the GCI con-
troller must have taken a coffee 

• 

break; after 10 minutes of letting • 
down, turning, airspeed and 
altitude calls and two queries about A 
the rear pair's position the controller . 
finally informed us that we were 

• 



• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

five miles line abreast with the 
Phantoms tracking towards us only 
10 miles away. I told the GCI con
troller that we were not ready to 
play and that we would continue 
north for the better weather and 
vector Nos 3 and 4 into trail. Ten 
minutes later we flew into better 
weather comprising a 2,000 foot 
space between layers but we were 
now at the edge of the GCI radio 
coverage. A new frequency made 
no difference to communications 
and a handover to a more norther
ly GCI was out of the question as 
they could not accept us. 

Just then: "Practice PAN, Practice 
PAN, Practice PAN. . . :' So I 
deselected Guard. I decided to join 
up the flight and head west for bet
ter weather and told the GCI con
troller we were unable to play. His 
reply was "Roger, F-4s bear 270 deg 
range 10, engaging." I retorted 

_ "Knock it off, knock it off! We are 
• not joined and not ready to play!" 

GCI replied "Roger, we've lost con-

tact with the F-4s." 
I can't remember exactly my next 

words, (I can but they ain' t print
able), but we quickly spread out 
from close formation with the hope 
of avoiding a possible midair 
collision . 

The F-4s hadn't liked it either and 
had begun to turn around . They 
were only trying to RV with us but 
we didn't know this at the time. I 
immediately called the flight to the 
pre-briefed opponent frequency but 
there was no reply. Over to Guard: 
"Knock ... Practice . . . it . . . PAN 
.. . off:' It took three attempts to 
override the Practice PAN and, 
thank God, one of the F-4s had 
turned Guard back on! 

We broke out into the workable 
area where the F-4s had been loiter
ing; the weather met the legal re
quirements but common sense said 
it wasn't enough for eight aircraft. 
Anyway it obviously wasn't my day 
and I had no heart for it so I called 
" The Harriers are RTB ." The 
recovery was sporting but unevent-

ful when compared to the first 40 
minutes of the sortie. 

The lessons learned from this 
mission are many. You can never 
assume that ATC understands non
routine departures; the controller 
had been briefed that it would be a 
trail departure but because he was 
new he didn't really know what that 
meant. The altitude restriction was 
heard in the rear element and they 
assumed that I had received it on 
the arrival frequency. There was 
little if any, coordination between 
the arrival and departure con
trollers. GCI assumed we were us
ing radar for separation in the IMC 
descent: "Oh! . .. forgot the GR3 
isn't radar equipped ... " Coordina
tion between the two fighter con
trollers was poor due to poor 
comms with the fighters . And final
ly, the F-4s thought we were VMC. 

The bottom lines are: "Don't 
assume, be prepared for the worst, 
brief the worst case and be positive 
while being flexible!" - Adapted fro m RAF 

. Air Clues, March 1984. • 
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Look Back To See 
Everything they said back in '45 is just as true today. Flying 
a light plane is not something to take for granted. 

Remember tke Big Step Up? 

The step Down is the same size 

DON'T NEGLECT THESE 

SENSIBLE PRECAUTIONS 

ASIC FOR A CHECIC RIDE. 

REVIEW CIVIL AIR REGULATIONS. 

REMEMBER THAT THIS AIRPLANE 

WAS DESIGNED 

FOR 

PEACETIME 

~ FLYING. 

AD O INSU .... NC. UND • • Wlmas 
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r 
I To ALL MILITARY AND NAVAL PILOTS Holou ' 

FROio( THE WARS ; 

Frankly, gentlemen, you have us worried. The 
situation is so complicated with our respect for 
what you have accomplished, our friendship for 
you personally and your accident record here at 
home that we can not even be subtle. Here are 
the facts; 

You have been doing fiying most of us couldn't 
touch. 

You are rightfully proud and you don't relish 
any stay-at-home suggesting you need advice. 

Your accident record since you came home is . 
rotten-an abnormal accident rate for every hour 
of fiying, case after case of exhibitionism, buzzitis, 
and poor technique in airplanes that don't perform 
like the equipment you are used to. 

Everyone is reluctant to place restrictions on 
you, which puts us exactly in the middle with our 
neck out. Well, we are not going to place restric
tions on you either, but we are going to ask you 
to remember three things. 

1. C.A.R. has been changed since you went 
away. 

2. Under the new rules ally fiying that en
dangers the life and property of another is 
RECKLESS fiying, and it may affect the whole 
future of the pilot involved. 

3. There is nothing wrong with a civil aircraft, 
but it is differmt. You are used to structures that 
will take a 9 G pullout with never a shudder. You 
are used to lots of horses out in front. Even more 
important, you have come to expect things will 
happen-NOW-'Whm you move a COlltrol. The 
airplane you will rent or borrow won't be like that. 

You know these things, of course, and you know 
they can add up to a rugged situation for us all. 
There isn't much we can do to help. Here are the 
revised sections of C.A.R. and here is our final 
bit of advice : Ask for a Check Ride. 

Roger. 
The Engineering Department 

AERO I NSURANCE UNDERWRITEIIS. 
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• 

• 
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• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
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Ahead 
MAJOR GARY R. MORPHEW 
Directorate of Aerospace Safety 

n The two pages shown on the 
left were reproduced from a hand
book given to returning aviators 
from World War II. After some pret
ty hairy mishaps, the insurance 
underwriters decided a review and 
caution were in order. It is obvious 
that they didn't pull any punches! 

Many things have changed since 
then. The Civil Aviation Regulations 
have become the Federal Aviation 
Regulations, the requirements for 
civil flying became more stringent, 
and the aircraft became more effi
cient. How much concerning the 
military aviator taking a turn in light 

• 

civilian aircraft has changed? Look
ing at statistics, very little. 

Speaking as a military pilot hav
ing flown the F-105, the F-4, and one 

• 

• 

• 

of the bug smashers of today's force, 
the OV-10, and being a light plane 
owner as well, I know the warning 
shown on the second page : 
"Remember the Big Step Up? ... 
The Step Down is the same size," is 
accurate. (We all do remember the 
big step up, don't we?) When we 
step into a light plane after hours 
and hours of wrestling those fast, 
heavy, and maneuverable jets 
around the sky, everything appears 
to move at quarter time. Talk to 
anyone who has made that transi
tion after an extended stay in the 
fast movers and he is likely to tell 
you that his cross check was like 
lightning; he didn't vary off his 
desired altitude more than 10 feet, 
airspeed was right on the money 
(except for the climb out where the 
airspeed dropped unexpectedly 
every time he pulled on the pole) . 

• He also might tell you the lack of 
dials, gauges, and switches made 

_ him feel a bit bored. 
• General aviation mishaps are 

predominantly a result of human 

• 

error. Pilots overextend their ability 
or capability and get into a situation 
from which neither they nor their 
aircraft can recover. Unfortunately, 
they all too frequently involve 
someone who was" along for the 
ride." This sometimes plays an even 
greater role in the military pilot fly
ing light aircraft. After all, if all you 
talk about is the thrill of flying, the 
"There I Was . .. " and so on, pret-
ty soon those ground huggers are 
going to ask you to show them what 
it's like. 

After a thorough preflight inspec-
tion (more thorough than normal to 
impress the uninformed), the in-
trepid aviator and his companion 
climb in, strap in, and leap into the 
air. Just cruising along is usually 
enough for the unsuspecting pas
senger, but the mighty fighter pilot 
can't take straight and level for more 
than a nanosecond. His turns peg 
out the turn needle, the coordina
tion is a bit off (use rudder?) and the 
... aircraft just doesn't perform! He 
stretches the maneuver a bit too far 
and ... OOPS! Hopefully, there is ..,r~$j. 
room to recover. I/} 

Federal Aviation Regulations 
(FARs) may seem quite unrestrictive 
to the standard military airman. 
After all, he has so many rules to 
dictate how he flies his jet that the 
broad general terms used in the 
FARs may appear to be license to 
disregard all he knows about flying 
safety. Most military regulations 
and directives are much more 
restrictive than their civilian 
counterparts. However, a few pro
cedures and rules which normally 
don't affect the fast mover are 
critical to safe operations in lighter, 
slower aircraft. 

Everything they said back in '45 is 
just as true today. Flying a light 
plane is not something to take for 
granted. Follow the three simple 
rules illustrated anytime you step 
from your Mig-chaser into the bug 
smasher. • 
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Human Factors -. 
Happenings 

• 
COLONEL GRANT B. McNAUGHTON, MC 
Directorate of Aerospace Safety 

Loss of Control 
• Pilot induced control loss has 
been the greatest single contributor 
to the F-4 mishap history. With or 
without leading edge slats, the F-4 
is very sensitive to lateral asym
metry, aft CG, pitch rate and yaw
roll coupling. The AOA gauge lags, 
and since it is located on the side of 
the fuselage, may not read accurate
ly in the presence of much yaw. The 
presence of pylons and/or external 
stores improves directional stability 
(reducing tendency to yaw), but de
grades longitudinal stability (in
creasing tendency to pitch more 
quickly). 

A rapid pitch rate can cause an 
AOA "overshoot" and enhance any 
lateral asymmetry, no matter how 
minor. Even a small weight im
balance at high G causes the heavy 
wing to drop/lag, inducing a slight 
roll into the heavier wing. As AOA 

increases, this roll becomes yaw 
away from the heavy wing. This ad
vances the down-going (heavy) 
wing, increasing its lift, while the 
up-going (lighter) wing loses some 
lift. If AOA increases a bit more, the 
up-going, receding wing stalls, and 
the aircraft can do a little mini-snap 
roll away from the lower wing. The 
combination of inertia and high 
AOA will usually cause several rolls, 
unless there is swift unloading. 
Most pilots won't be able to stop the 
rolling maneuver. This is a primary 
contributor to departure in F-4s, 
F-l11s and many other aircraft. 
Some examples: 

• F-4E The mishap aircraft was 
number 2 of a 2-ship tanker/range 
mission. Due to poor weather at the 
range, the alternate mission of aerial 
refueling and intercepts was flown. 
However, the aircraft was not recon
figured; it retained three external 
tanks, left wing mounted SUU-21A, 
practice bombs and an ECM pod in 
the left forward sparrow well, and 

With or without leading edge slats, the F-4 is very sensitive to lateral asymmetry, aft eG , 
pitch rate, and yaw-roll coupling . 
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was thus laterally asymmetrical. 
The weather was 6,500 feet overcast, 
haze above with no clear horizon. 
Three intercepts were flown, with 
the mishap aircraft attacking on the 
first and the third. On the first, the 
attacker overshot the conversion 
turn, generating a high overtake. 

On the mishap intercept, begin
ning at flight level 200, the mishap 
pilot had even less vertical and 
horizontal maneuvering room avail
able than on the initial intercept. He 
compensated by starting a hard left 
slice to a stern conversion. During 
the turn, the pilot felt a bump; he 

• 

• 

relaxed the G momentarily, then 
reapplied G. As he increased G and • 
bank angle to convert, the aircraft 
abruptly departed, rolling to the 
right to an inverted, nose low at-
titude. The pilot unloaded the air-
craft as the nose dropped to the ver-
tical; he searched for outside ref
erences to reorient himself, and un
able to find any, transitioned to the 
ADI. When he reapplied back stick 
pressure to level the nose, ADI 
movement with respect to the air-
craft symbol on the AD! face created 
the illusion of rolling again. At this 
point, he unloaded again, depress
ed the paddle switch, and retarded 
the throttle. He then pulled the air-
craft toward the horizon, but by the 
time he neared a level attitude, he 
was in the overcast and airspeed 
had decayed below 225 knots. 
Whether a roll occurred at this time 
is unknown. It is possible that 
vestibular inputs could have created 
just such a sensation, or with air-
speed decaying and AOA climbing, 
the aircraft could have departed 
again. Regardless, the pilot inter
preted it as a control malfunction A 
and ordered ejection, which was ac- • 
complished successfully at less than 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

• 

• 2,500 feet AGL. 
It was concluded that the com

bination of lateral asymmetry and 
increased pitch rate caused an AOA 
overshoot resulting in a yaw-roll 
coupled departure to the outside of 

.a the turn, and away from the heavy 
-. wing. Lack of external references 

prod uced disorientation, and 
misinterpretation of the AD! added 
to the confusion such that the pilot 
was unable to properly manage his 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

recovery, losing over 14,000 feet in 
the process. He should have held 
the stick front and center until the 
aircraft stabilized and airspeed in
creased. If that failed to stabilize the 
aircraft, a flight control malfunction 
should have been suspected and 
ejection ordered. When he was still 
out of control/unrecovered below 
10,000' AGL, one of the crewmem
bers should have initiated a dual se
quenced ejection. Fortunately, they 
both got out in the nick of time. 

• F-4E The aircraft was to per-
form a single-ship low level training 
tactical sortie and was equipped 
with TISEO, two 370 gallon tanks 
outboard, a 600 gallon center line 
tank, an ALQ-119 pod, and ALE 40's 
on the inboard pylons. The flight 
progressed normally through an 
IFR letdown into the low level area. 

a While approaching the low level 
• turn point, a 400 foot microwave 

relay tower on a 2,260 foot hill, the 

Pilot induced control loss 

has been the single great

est contributor to the F-4 

mishap history. 

mishap aircraft made visual contact 
with two A-lOs conducting practice 
surface attack tactics in the area. 
After spotting the first A-10, the F-4 
turned right to assure lateral separa
tion, then began a left turn toward 
the turn point. While in the left 
turn, the F-4 apparently spotted the 
second A-10 and continued his turn, 
misappropriating his attention on 
the A-10 instead of monitoring his 

own flight path. He suddenly be
came aware of an impending colli
sion with the microwave tower, 
abruptly pulled back on the stick, 
and departed the aircraft. The WSO 
initiated a dual sequenced ejection 
half a second before impact. Two 
fatal. 

• RF-4C The pilot was flying a 
strike control and reconnaissance 
(SCAR) mission with two fighters . 
While ingressing the target area, he 
apparently departed his aircraft at 
low altitude and impacted before 
the ejection sequence could work. 
Several factors were quite likely 
players in this mishap. 

• General atmosphere of the 
daily, post-flight video tape debrief
ings plus composite tapes from 
previous similar exercises which 
showed that camera operators had 
more difficulty keeping an aircraft 
in the tracking bars when the air
craft maneuvered in the vertical. 
The tapes had comments such as 
"He's dead;' "We got him;' or 
''Wow, that's good maneuvering!" In 
the last instance, the aircraft had 
been maneuvering excessively in 
the vertical, rolling inverted, and 
pulling abruptly out of a dive at low 
altitude. Comments by fellow crew
members of a laudatory nature, e.g., 
"Man that's some heavy jinking!" 
etc., reenforced the impression that 
it was tactically sound to defeat the 
camera. This may have motivated 
some crews to use overly aggressive 
jinking without regard to a specific 
threat or realistic tactics. Only two 
days before this mishap, two other 
fighter crews flying SCAR with the 
mishap pilot stated that he had per
formed the most aggressive ridge 
crossings they had ever seen. It 
"really got their attention." 

• Aircraft and configuration: the 
continued 
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Human Factors 
Happenings continued 

mishap aircraft was more pitch sen
sitive than the one the pilot had 
flown the previous three days. On 
the preceding day's mission, the 
pilot had to terminate early because 
of fuel. On the mishap flight, the 
pilot took on extra fuel such that he 
departed the tanker with nearly a 
full fuel load. His aircraft was, 
therefore, heavier and with a CG 
farther aft than any he'd flown in 
this threat area. With an ECM pod 
on the right inboard pylon, the air
craft was also asymmetrical. 

The mishap pilot was described 
as an aggressive, confident, good 
stick who reacted to threat indica
tions with heavy jinking in the ver
tical . On the mishap flight, the pilot 
departed the tanker orbit, leading 
the SCAR formation into the low 
level threat area. He crossed one 
ridge line, released chaff, and began 
jinking aggressively in the vertical. 
He then pulled to the right and 
released more chaff, descended 
back to 300 AGL, turned left and 
started another pull-up. He apexed 
at approximately 1,000' AGL in a 
right roll and continued to an in
verted position, impacting the 
ground in a steep nose low attitude. 
Impact occurred only 12 minutes 
after leaving the tanker. 
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The SIB felt that the combination 
of a different aircraft with known 
pitch sensitivity, aft CG, heavy 
gross weight and asymmetry, plus 
aggressive pitch rate inputs and roll
ing to the inverted caused a high 
energy departure from controlled 
flight . Indications are that he had 
recovered from the departure - just 
didn't have enough room. 

Ironically, at the mass debriefing 
on the day preceding this mishap, 
two other RF-4C crewmembers 
stood up before the other exercise 
participants (and the video camera) 
and described why and how they 

had nearly met their Maker that 
very day. The pilot related the effect 
the video tape de briefings had had 
on him. For example, there was 
"light" jinking and "heavy" jinking 
- and he, for one, "wasn't going to 
have any of that light jinking. 
They're not going to shoot me 
down!" 

The result was that although he 
entered the threat area at about 540 
KIAS, after some three minutes 
worth of "heavy" jinking he felt his 
speed was down below 350 KIAS 
(although he wasn't watching his 
airspeed because of attention 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

--
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

"I said to myself, saving it isn't going to mitigate this thing at all. You know you 

should eject for the wife and the kid." 

directed outside the aircraft) . 
At any rate, he got way too slow. 

As he approached a threat, he pull
ed up and rolled to 120° of bank. As 
he rolled back to an upright attitude 
and pulled on the stick to arrest his 
sink, the plane "bucked, snorted, 
rocked, and rolled;' and continued 
its descent. He would have ejected 
but thought he didn't have time or 
room. With the ground rushing up, 
he knew they were going to die. The 
aircraft wallowed down into ground 
effect and mushed along without 
hitting anything for what seemed 
like an eternity, and finally regained 
enough airspeed to recover. 

The pilot concluded this very 
timely and pertinent story by em
phasizing that this was, after all, a 
training exercise; that the idea was 
to learn; that it didn't matter at all 
if you were "shot down" by the 
camera; and finally described how 
misdirected overmotivation had 
nearly killed them both. The WSO 
then spoke saying the camera was 
a 0 percent kill, but the ground was 
100 percent kill. He also made the 
point that, being from a sea level 
base, some time was required to re
calibrate his eyes and to reprogram 
his frame of reference to the surface 
altitude of the exercise area. 

Because they were on a different 
schedule, the mishap crew missed 
this very dramatic and credible 
story by two of their peers. Perhaps 
it might have made the difference. 
Some Notes on the Ejection 
Decision 

All escape systems, no matter 
how good, haVe two important 
limitations. One is time. For exam
ple, depending upon airspeed, the 
rear seat out of the F-4 takes 4 or 5 
seconds from initi'ation to full 
parachute and the front seat takes 
about a second longer. The faster 
the airspeed at ejection, the faster 
the chute inflates, though even after 
full inflation, it still takes another 
fraction of a second to decelerate to 

final descent speed. 
The other limitation is trajectory. 

Even under optimum conditions of 
seat boarding weight and CG, and 
of aircraft attitude and velocity, the 
rear seat of the F-4 will overcome a 
sink rate of only about 50 FPS, and 
the front seat 40 FPS (because of the 
0.85 sec delay) . These escape sys
tems are not designed to overcome 
the horrendous sink rates generated 
by out of control aircraft, which may 
exceed 600 feet per second! Indeed, 
we have good evidence that another 
F-4E, out of control, lost 7- to 8,000 
feet in less than 16 seconds, and 
possibly as little as 11 seconds, for 
an average sink rate exceeding 
500-600 FPS! 

• F-4E In this instance, the crew 
had been defending during an ACT 
engagement, and while pressing to 
defeat his attacker, the pilot de
parted his aircraft, above an over
cast/haze layer which topped at 
7,000' AGL. This pilot had a reputa
tion as an aggressive, up and com
ing, good-stick, and he tried hard 
to salvage his mistake, rotating the 
nose from near vertical to near hori
zontal just above the overcast layer 
- probably trying to avoid entering 
it, but undoubtedly inducing a 
secondary stall . We'll never know 

continued 
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Human Factors 
Happenings continued 

for sure what went on in those 
clouds. Perhaps this pilot became 
disoriented. That's certainly to be 
expected. One thing is certain, 
though. Both crewmembers lost 
awareness of how fast they were 
coming down. 

Pilots, of course, are trained to 
recover aircraft. This pilot was 
almost likely totally wrapped up in 
flying the aircraft, and would quite 
likely be attending those in
struments most pertinent to that 
end - namely the ADI, airspeed in
dicator and AOA gauge. Since the 
mind time-shares, absorbed as he 
was in one task, the thought of ejec
ting may not have occurred to him. 
Since the altimeter would not help 
him untangle his mess, he may not 
even have looked at it, although he 
should have known that even had 
he gotten the aircraft flying again, 
the ensuing dive would eat up 
another 4- to 5,000 feet. Thus, when 
that aircraft fell through the 4,000 
foot AGL mark, it was destined to 
crash in the not-too-distant future, 
and it was absolutely futile to stay 
with it . And when that aircraft 
broke through the base of that 1,500 
foot overcast with them still aboard, 
they were both dead men. The 
WSO did initiate a dual sequenced 
ejection shortly thereafter but barely 
achieved man-seat separation when 
he hit the ground. 

Ironically, less than a week prior, 
this WSO had assured his wife that 
he'd never ride one in. The Air Force 
lost two fine people and left a pair 
of widows and a couple of father
less kids. A real tragedy - more so 
because they had enough time to 
make it had they respected their 
mandatory bail-out altitudes. 
There's a good reason for those 
altitudes. You just don't have much 
time. 

• F-lllA The fact that a pilot can 
become so involved in diagnosing 
and treating his departure situation 
that he never even considers ejec
tion was well-illustrated by a very 
good test pilot a few years back. 
This pilot was performing spin tests 
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in the F-lllA from 37,200' MSL. An
tispin controls failed to work, and 
the spin-chute tore away. However, 
both the pilot and the test engineer 
(in the right seat) thought the air
craft was recovering. As the aircraft 
shot through 16,000', the chase pilot 
yelled "Get out, Pete!" Fortunately, 
the urgency in the chase pilot's 
voice, plus the use of the test pilot's 
first name, broke the code and the 
ensuing ejection was successful. 

Since this was a test program, the 
capsule was highly instrumented, 
and the aircraft tracked by special 
ground cameras, which recorded 

Loss of situational aware
ness . . . Channelized 
attention ... Trying to 
recover from a perceived 
pilot error ... These have 
all led to a delayed 
ejection decision. Don't let 
it happen to you. 

the entire spin and ejection se
quence on film . It was possible to 
determine with considerable preci
sion, sink rate and capsule separa
tion altitude: the sink rate had 
reached an incredible 82IFPS, and 
the actual separation altitude was 
12,050' MSL. Three seconds later, 
the capsule would have been out
side the escape envelope. The pilot 
later admitted that he never even 
thought about ejection until 
prompted by his chase. He doubts 
that he or his engineer (who was 
not a trained WSO) would have 
made that decision and acted upon 
it within the next three seconds. 

• F-16A The mishap aircraft was 
part of a two-ship formation con
ducting surface attack tactics. The 
centerline fuel tank failed to feed, 
trapping 1,000-1,300 pounds of fuel, 
and the pilot became aware of this 
only shortly before his engine 
flamed out. 

After the engine quit and airs tarts 
were unsuccessful, the pilot spotted 
a straight road about four miles 
long, of white caliche. He told his 
wingman "Hey, maybe there's a 
chance of putting this down on a 
road." His wingman reconnoitered 
the road, thought it unsuitable and 
repeated several times : "1 don't 
recommend you land this thing." 
But the pilot had other ideas, as he 
later stated, "I'm sure I had the at
titude that it's got to be a pilot error 
and if I land the plane, and it's OK, 
that it will somehow mitigate a pilot 
error:' 

Things went well until in the flare, 
when the pilot got a real good look 
at his runway. There were big ruts, 
the road was partially washed out, 
it looked very narrow (not as wide 
as the landing gear), it was 
crowned, and it sloped off to one 
side. A number of things went 
through his mind in that split se-

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

cond, but one thing was "If you get ,a. 
this thing on the ground, how are .
you ever going to get it to stay on 
the road? If you catch a main gear 
off to the side, the thing may cart-
wheel." And then I said to myself, 
"Your saving it isn't going to 
mitigate this thing at all; you know 
you should eject for the wife and 
the kid:' Although quite low, his 
sink rate was nearly zero'd out -
and ejection was successful. 

The foregoing examples have il
lustrated several reasons where 
crews delayed ejection: 

• Loss of situation awareness or 
lack of sufficient commanding infor
mation to force the decision: neither 
crewmember could have known 
how little time remained . 

• Attention channelization by 
trying to overcome the problem to 
the exclusion of all other inputs. In 
order for the ejection decision to be 
made, it may need to be done by 
someone other than the pilot -
either the Grn (in a two-place air
craft) or an element-mate (in the 
case of single seat aircraft). a " 

• Attempting to mitigate • 
(perceived) pilot error. • 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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What You Always 
Wanted To Know 

ABOUT HATRs 

LT COLONEL NICHOLAS O. GASPAR 
Directorate of Aerospace Safety 

• The HATR program has been 
around since 1976. But there are still 
some misconceptions about it. Do 
any of the following comments 
sound familiar? 

"We don't need to 'elevate' 
this incident; we can handle it 
in house. It's no one's business 
when one of our people makes 
a simple mistake:' 

"If we report this incident, 
we'll be the laughing stock of 
the whole command. Let's just 
take care of it in house:' 

"It was just the usual conflict 
we always have this time of the 
year when all those VFR aircraft 
fly through our area. What good 
will it do to report it and get 
everybody excited?!" 

'~t my last base we faithfully 
reported these types of in
cidents yet nothing was ever 
done to resolve the problem -
so I see no need to go through 
all that hassle for nothing:' 

"This is a unique problem 
and doesnt really have any 
application Air Force-wide, so 
why report it?" 

"If we report this incident 
we'll never hear the end of it! 
Remember that fiasco at .. . ?" 

And • • • 

These are some of the typical 
perceptions and rationalizations 
we've heard. Surely, you wouldn't 
use any of these excuses, would 
you? 

At one base, pilots were being 
cited by ATC on a weekly basis for 
failing to comply with the altitude 
restriction in the SID. Because no 
HATRs were filed, many more pilots 
inadvertently violated the SID 
restrictions. Some of these altitude 
deviations brought them close to 
airliners descending into a major 
metropolitan area . Busting SID 
restrictions is a sure way to "earn" 
a formal FAA violation package. In 
the case above, it was not until 
many months later when the formal 
packages finally arrived at AFISC 
that the special projects officer was 
able to alert base officials to the SID 
problem. Once the problem was 
identified, the rest was simple. 

Some incidents are reported yet 
never enter the "formal" HATR 
system - they just fade away. Here 
is an example. 

• During RTB, the pilot of a 
fighter aircraft refused to follow ATC 
instructions for some unknown rea
son, though no emergency had 
been declared. The fighter's pro
jected flight path would conflict 
with the departure path of a jumbo 

airliner which had already been 
released for take off from an adja
cent civil airport. The alert con
troller, realizing this conflict be
tween the two flights cancelled re
lease on the jumbo. The airliner, 
which by then was already on take 
off roll, aborted - fortunately, 
without incident. But, things could 
have ended quite differently. Any 
lessons we might have learned from 
this incident are lost because no 
HATR was filed. 

Some bases have not filed any 
HATRs in several years. This lack of 
HATR data gives the impression 
that these bases have no hazardous 
air traffic problems. This is unlikely. 

It may be argued that recurring, 
near midair collisions are caused by 
the unique location of a base - its 
proximity to other airports, to pop
ular VFR flyways, to resort areas, 
etc., and therefore not have ap
plicability elsewhere. Not so. There 
is still a lot to be learned from these 
reports if they are processed 
through the HATR system. By not 
reporting an incident, the nature of 
the corrective actions taken, if any, 
remain confined to the local area. A 
lack of history of past mistakes and 
unusual "experiences" denies us 
and those who follow us an oppor
tunity to learn from the past. 

continued 
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What You Always Wanted To Know 
ABOUT HATRs conllnued 

To get a true perspective of the 
HATR program and its aims, we 
need to see why a separate program 
was established to deal specifically 
with hazardous air traffic incidents. 

The disastrous Grand Canyon 
midair collision between a TWA 
Constellation and a United Airlines 
DC-7 - and some other equally ser
ious incidents - prompted several 
legislative acts, including the Avia
tion Act of 1958. 

During the following decade, air 
traffic related accidents continued at 
an unacceptable rate. In the 1970s 
Congress tasked the FAA to estab
lish a safety reporting program 
which would identify potential ac
cidents and their causes - the ob
jective being to correct these causes 
before they result in actual disasters. 

The system established as a result 
of this congressional mandate is 
what we know as the Aviation Safe
ty Reporting System (ASRS) . The 
purpose of this reporting system 
was and remains the identification 
of unsafe acts, procedures, rules, 
regulations, deficiency in design of 
airports, or deficiency in design or 
operation of equipment - certain
ly a very broad charter. 

The Air Force experience was sim
ilar to that of civil aviation. Our 
mishap rates were too high and the 
hazard report (HR) system was not 
sufficiently responsive. Often, by 
the time the report got to where it 
needed to go (for investigation and 
corrective action) too much time 
had elapsed and the ATC tapes and 
other records were gone. That made 
it difficult and sometimes impossi
ble to reconstruct the true circum
stances surrounding the specific in
cident. The HR system was not a 
bad system, it was just not respon
sive enough for the time sensitive 
air traffic control incidents. 

Thus the genesis and the key 
points of the HATR program: Im-
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mediately notify ATe and your flight 
safety officer of HATR reportable in
cidents, then follow up with a written 
report. Many NMAC reports lose 
their preventive value because the 
"other" aircraft is never identified 
and those pilots remain unaware of 
the close call they experienced. 
That's why ATC must be informed 
right away, so that they have a bet
ter chance to locate the other air
craft. We need to exchange infor
mation with our civilian counter
parts on our mutual mission needs 
as well as to find out more specifics 
about the close call. We need to 
know if they saw our aircraft, what 
they were doing at the time of the 
near midair (climbing or descend
ing is quite different from doing air
work), were they in contact with 
any ATe facility, were they squawk
ing, etc? Then, through cordial dis
cussions with our professional 
FSOs, these civilian pilots can bet
ter understand the scope of the 
problem we all face. 

This implies that we need to keep 
an open mind and try to learn from 
each other how to optimize airspace 
deconflictions. Occasionally, you 
may come across a vocal maverick 
who will tell you in clear and con
cise terms what you can do - for-

tunately those are the minority. As 
a whole, the aviation community is 
composed of mature and intelligent 
individuals whose interest and love 
for aviation makes them willing to 
work common problems. 

Incidentally, do you know about 
the immunity provision of AFR 
127-3? To ensure that none of you 
pass up an opportunity to identify 
hazardous situations, the Air Force 
(and FAA) grant you immunity 
from disciplinary action if you sub
mit an HATR on a hazardous inci
dent . Become enlightened and read 
the reg - it's short and to the point. 

To people outside of safety chan
nels, this article on HATRs might 
sound complicated. It really isn't! 
Do yourself and others a favor; 
don't ignore potential hazards. If it 
is a hazardous situation reportable 
under the HATR system, report it. 
It will allow the safety folks to 
analyze the incident and decide if 
a change in procedures is war
ranted, and hopefully make it safer 
for all who fly. If in doubt, talk to 
your friendly FSO. If the FSO 
doesn't have the answer, the Air
space and Air Traffic Control office 
at AFISC can help and is only a 
phone call away at AUTOVON 
876-3416. • 

Hints for HATR Investigators 
A few hints for HATR investi

gators: because NMAC incidents 
with civil aircraft need the in
volvement of the Flight Stand
ards District Offices (FSDO), the 
investigating safety officer should 
call them as soon as possible 
(along with the heads up call to 
air traffic) . The FSDO people 

have the connections; they can 
call local fixed base operators and 
civil towers to try and locate the 
civil aircraft involved in the inci
dent. (HATR incident reports 
must be mailed to the FSDO con
cerned - terminal facilities, FSS 
and FSDOs have no AUTO DIN 
terminal available to them.) 
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IFe APPROACH 
By the USAF Instrument Flight Center, Randolph AFB, TX 78150 

MICRO
BURSTS ... 
SHEAR 
TERROR 

• On 9 July 1982 at New Orleans 
International Airport, a Pan Ameri
can World Airways Boeing 727 en
countered a disastrous wind shear. 
During liftoff and initial climbout, 
the aircraft experienced a 40 knot 
decrease in head wind and subse
quent loss of airspeed and lift which 
caused it to abruptly pitch down. 

The pilot added full power and at
tempted to raise the nose, however, 
recovery was not possible. The 
crash occurred a few seconds later, 
killing all 145 persons on board and 
eight persons on the ground. 

The National Transportation Safe
ty Board determined that the prob
able cause of the accident was wind 
shear associated with a thunder
storm microburst. This was the 
ninth major commercial aviation ac
cident attributed to wind shear in 
just over seven years. The first oc
curred in 1975 when another Boe
ing 727 crashed on landing during 
a thunderstorm at John F. Kennedy 
International Airport, New York Ci
ty, killing 113 persons on board . 
During the investigation of the JFK 
accident, thunderstorm downbursts 
and micro bursts were first exten
sively examined and found to be 
causal to aircraft accidents. 

What Is Wind Shear? 
Wind shear is a sudden change in 

wind direction and/or speed over a 
short distance in the atmosphere. 

These changes can occur in both the 
horizontal and vertical planes. Wind 
shears are most often caused by low 
level jets, wind funneling, land-sea 
breezes, fronts, and thunderstorms. 
Most aircrews will, at sometime, en
counter wind shear in either the 
departure or arrival phase of flight . 
The result usually is only minor 
fluctuations in airspeed and altitude 
which can be easily corrected by the 
pilot. However, in some situations 
the atmosphere is capable of pro
ducing severe wind shears that 
result in wind direction changes of 
180 degrees and wind speed 
changes in excess of 60 knots. A 
wind shear of this intensity can be 
treacherous should an aircraft un
expectedly fly into it at low altitude. 

Downbursts and Microbursts 
Downbursts are downdrafts with 

speeds up to 60 miles per hour that 
disperse in a sunburst pattern upon 
reaching the ground. Microburst is 
a term used to describe a very small 
(less than two and a half miles 
across), short-lived downburst (see 

continued 
Classical ring of dust showing immediate impact point of microburst. (Fujita , University of Chicago) 
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IFC Approach continued 

Microbursts: Shear Terror 
Figure). Because of their small dia
meter and short life span, micro
bursts do not affect all departing 
and arriving aircraft . Those landing 
between downbursts will be rela
tively unaffected by wind shear. 
However, since the possibility of en
countering a microburst exists, air
crews should know the effects that 
the resulting wind shear can have 
on aircraft. The July issue of Flying 
Safety magazine contains a good 
discussion of micro bursts and their 
effects. 

Effects on Aircraft Performance 
In the figure, aircraft A has just 

flown into a microburst. The aircraft 
will initially experience a strong in
crease in head wind with a resulting 
increase in indicated airspeed and 
lift that will cause the aircraft to 
pitch up. With no pilot inputs, the 
aircraft will gradually slow to the 
airspeed for which it was previous
ly trimmed. Most pilots, however, 
would attempt to correct by reduc
ing power and applying nose down 
pressure on the controls at the onset 
of the pitch up. 

Approximately 30 seconds after 
flying into the microburst, the air
craft at B in the figure suddenly 
loses the head wind and picks up 
a strong tail wind. The resulting loss 
of indicated airspeed and lift causes 
the aircraft to pitch down. Pilot 
reaction would typically be to add 
power and apply back pressure on 
the controls. However, that action 
might be too little or too late if the 
pilot had just previously corrected 
for the head wind (reduced power, 
nose down) and unknowingly com
pounded the effect of the tail wind. 
Aircraft recovery will now depend 
on pilot reactions, aircraft perfor
mance capability and altitude at 
which wind shear was encoun
tered. A sudden loss of head wind 
at low altitude may exceed pilot and 
aircraft recovery capability and 
result in tragedy such as occurred 
in the two 727 accidents . 
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As an aircraft enters a microburst, it first encounters a strong headwind and increase in lAS 
and lift which causes a pitch up. The typical pilot reaction is to reduce pitch and power. Within 
30 seconds, the headwind changes to a strong tailwind. Now the previous correction has 
compounded the pilot's problem and compromised the aircraft's safety. 

Wind Shear 
Because of their relatively small 

diameter, most microbursts go 
undetected. Aircrews must use 
other indirect indicators to avoid 
areas of significant low level wind 
shear. 

encounter low level wind shear. 
Pilot reports (PIREPS) are another 

good source. The Flight Information 
Handbook lists procedures for mak
ing reports which should include: 
the loss /gain of airspeed and 
altitude, location of shear, and type 
aircraft. Because thunderstorm 
micro bursts are of short duration, 
PIREPS must be made and dissemi
nated immediately. 

If the aircraft is equipped with a 

.t 

Visual cues often indicate the 
presence of strong surface winds 
and wind shear: blowing dust or 
smoke, precipitation trails or virga, 
blowing trees, and heavy rain. All 
of these phenomena have been 
associated with strong downdrafts 
and microbursts. Pilots observing 
these indicators should expect to 

weather radar, the take off or arrival • I 

path should be examined for the 
presence of strong radar returns. a 
Wind shear is often associated with .., 
these returns; however, absence 

.' 



• 
The best action to take for microburst wind shear is to 

e avoid it. Delay takeoff or arrival for a few minutes. 
• 

• 

• 

• Thunderstorm rain core with possible microburst outflow near the surface shown on left. (William Mahoney, Univ. of Wyoming) 

does not preclude the existence of 
wind shear. 

At many civil airports with high 

• 

susceptibility to wind shear, the 
FAA has installed Low Level Wind 
Shear Alert Systems which include 
remote and centrally located 
anomometers to measure wind 
speed and direction. Readings be
tween anomometers are constantly 

• recorded and compared. If the dif
ference between any two readings 
exceeds an established limit, an 
alert signal appears in the control 
tower and wind shear alert is then 
passed to arriving and departing 
aircraft . Aircrews receiving such an 

• alert should exercise caution and 
look for other clues that indicate the 
presence of shear. 

The National Center for Atmos
pheric Research, Boulder, Colorado, 
has been doing research on a wind 

• shear detection system for the 
future which uses a Doppler 
weather radar and is capable of 
depicting winds on a radar screen. 
The computer displays wind direc
tions and speeds highlighted with 

• varying colors to indicate whether 
winds are blowing towards or away 

_ from the radar station. A micro burst 
_ makes an easily identifiable pattern 

on the radar screen. 

• 

Pilot Techniques 
The following are pilot techniques 

that will minimize the effects of 
wind shear. 

• The best action is to stay away 
from trouble by delaying take off or 
arrival until conditions are more 
favorable. Most Air Force missions 
are flexible enough to avoid the 
short lived micro burst phenome
non. 

• If avoidance is not possible, 
plan ahead . A shear which de
creases head wind is the most 
dangerous and, if suspected, plan 
to fly higher than normal speeds. 
Calculate both a minimum ap
proach speed (IAS) and a minimum 
ground speed (GS) . Then, fly the 
approach or departure so that 
neither the IAS or GS goes below 
the calculated minimum speeds. 
The resultant higher airspeed will 
help counteract any downdrafts or 
sudden loss of head wind . If 
ground speed read-out is not 
available, it may be advisable to in
crease normal approach speed to 
provide an extra margin of safety. 

• On multiple aircraft, one 
crewmember should constantly 
monitor the flight instruments un
til safe landing or departure is 
assured . The crew member should 
be aware of the TAS /IAS /GS 

relationships and alert the pilot 
when things don't look right. If an 
approach during wind shear condi
tions becomes unstable below 500 
feet, a go-around should be 
executed. 

• Become familiar with any 
wind shear procedures outlined in 
the aircraft Dash One. 

Summary 
Current technology cannot pro

vide controllers or aircrews with 
timely information to aid in avoid
ing low level wind shear. Micro
bursts will continue to lurk insid
iously out there waiting for the un
suspecting pilot. Aircrews should 
keep in mind: (a) Conditions which 
cause low level wind shear, (b) The 
affects of shear on aircraft, and (c) 
A "plan" to recover the aircraft from 
wind shear. The bottom line is don't 
get complacent during approach or 
departure or the first encounter 
with a microburst may ruin your en
tire day. 

We encourage your comments 
and suggestions. If you have any 
topics you feel should be discussed 
in IFC Approach, please write us at 
the USAF Instrument Flight Centerl 
FD, Randolph AFB TX 78150, or give 
us a call at AUTOVON 487-
4071 .• 
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MAJOR ROBERT L. MYER 
Indiana ANG 

• As I completed reading the final 
Class A mishap report involving 
one of our unit's aircraft that result
ed in the death of a good friend, it 
was hard to believe that a pilot with 
his experience and expertise could 
be involved in a learning phenome
non called negative transfer of train
ing. In this mishap, the pilot reacted 
under an acute stress emergency 
situation. He evidently regressed 
back to old emergency procedures 
learned from a previously flown 
fighter aircraft for he activated inap
propriate handles which deact4vat
ed the automatic chute opening 
features of the ejection seat system. 

Negative transfer of training is a 
learning disorder often associated 
with pilots transitioning to new air
craft. Well learned habitual tasks 
can be unconsciously "carried" from 
the old weapons system to the new. 
Psychologists suggest that if the old 
and new situations contain similar 
stimulus patterns, they can have a 
tendency to evoke the same re
sponses. For a pilot responding to 
an emergency situation, these sim
ilar but incorrect actions can be 
dangerous and potentially lethal . 

An important factor strengthen
ing negative transfer of training 
potential is the fact that most pilots 
do their most thorough learning 
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• 

"Negative 
Transfer Of 
Training" 

• 

• 

Could it 
Happen to Me? 

• 

during pilot training and the early 
portions of their flying careers. Dur
ing this portion of their careers, 
there is the natural tendency to 
work harder and learn more thor
oughly. Then, during transition 
later to new aircraft, there is not the 
compelling and overwhelming need 
to learn as well or practice as hard 
the new procedures associated with 
the transition since they are 
"known" professionals and familiar 
with all the basic skills of aviating. 

Unfortunately, this can result in 
older, well-learned habit patterns 
being left deeply ingrained in our 
subconscious memory system. If 
these habits ever conflict with a new 
required habit, the response may be 
associated with the old habit and be 
totally incorrect. This negative 
transfer will usually expose itself 
when an individual's attention is 
distracted or he is exposed to a high 
stress situation. 

An example of this phenomenon 
is when a 55-year-old lady took up 
bicycling after not riding a bike for 
over 30 years. She purchased a new 
10-speed bike equipped with hand 
brakes. On one of her first few rides, 
a car unexpectedly pulled out in 
front of her. Unconsciously she at
tempted to brake using the non
existent coaster brakes. In this exam
ple, she regressed back to a well
learned habit pattern after over 30 
years of non-use. 

In aviation, an effective method to • 
help preclude the potential for this 
phenomenon would be to standard-
ize critical systems between specific 
types of aircraft (i .e., fighter/attack 
egress systems). Although human 
engineering and design people at-
tempt to systematically adapt the . 
"machine to the man; ' there are 
numerous instances of lack of stan
dardization of critical systems. 

A classic example of this is ob
vious in reviewing current fighter/ 
attack aircraft ejection seat initiation • 
handle locations. The F-4 and F-16 
aircraft require initiation from a cen
ter-mounted handle, while the F-15 
and A-IO are initiated from a side 
mounted handle system. 

As many of our pilots are transi-
tioning between these different • 
ejection seat equipped aircraft, it is 
obvious that possible "death traps" 
have been built into our current air-
craft because of lack of standardiza-
tion. This situation has created ideal 
opportunities for future "human • ' 
factors" related mishaps involving 
possible negative transfer of train-
ing. 

With these potential lethal "traps" 
identified, flying units should 
acknowledge their existence and 
modify training programs accord- • 
ingly. The following are a few ideas 
to assist in training programs t~ 
preclude negative transfer of train
ing. 

• 



• 

-• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• Thoroughly compare old air
craft systems and procedures with 
the new aircraft, attempting to iden
tify potential "traps:' 

• If potential "traps" are identi
fied, establish or modify the train
ing syllabus to highlight their exis
tence and the consequences of habit 
pattern regression. 

• Notify MAJCOM personnel of 
the potential hazard so possible 
remedies can be initiated. 

• Establish realistic emergency 
simulator training programs to 
stress the identified problem areas, 
with emphasis on the potential for 
negative transfer of training during 
actual high stress emergency situa
tions. 

• Consider increasing the fre
quency of emergency simulators 
and/or egress training sessions dur
ing the early portions of a transition 
to a new aircraft. 

• Consider locally adding "Bold 
Face" emergency procedures that 
would highlight the potential habit 
pattern regression procedure (i .e., 
EJECT - Center handle - Pull). 

In answering the question ad
dressed in the title of the paper, I 

The F-4 and 1"-16 aircraft use a center-mounted handle and F-15 and A-10 a side-mounted 
handle system. 

can, through experience, answer 
yes. During the F-4 mishap se
quence referred to, I was in the rear 
cockpit and also experienced an ex
ample of negative transfer of train
ing. 

While accomplishing post ejec
tion procedures, I found myself at
tempting to unsnap the parachute 
attachment fittings (Koch fittings). 

I had reverted back to a procedure 
required after ejection from the 
F-IOO aircraft. Luckily, I realized my 
mistake before any damage was 
done. This was a very sobering ex
perience. 

Yes, negative transfer of training 
is a real, current threat and it could 
happen to you. • 
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Aircrew 

Refresher 

Physiological 

Training 

COLONEL GEORGE A. LaHOOD, BSC 
Chief, Aerospace Physiology 
Brooks AFB, TX 

Improvements in physio
logical training planned 
for this year include a cur
riculum geared to specific 
weapons systems, more 
emphasis on human 
factors, and altitude 
chamber flights tailored 
to the category of air
craft flown. 
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• A formal study, to improve the 
effectiveness of refresher physio
logical training, has been ongoing 
for several years. The main objective 
of the study is to tailor the training 
to the aircrew weapon system. Cur
rently, the study is in Phase III (pro
gram development) of its four 
phases. When completed, refresher 
physiological training will be pro
vided based on three categories of 
weapon systems: Category I, high 
performance aircraft (fighter/at
tack /trainer); Category II, multi
place aircraft (bomber/cargo/trans
port); and Category III, low and 
slow aircraft (mostly helicopter). 
Full implementation (Phase IV) of 
the results of this study will most 
likely occur later this year. The re
vised refresher course will include 
a curriculum specific to weapon sys
tems with emphasis on human fac
tors, and altitude chamber flights 
tailored to the category of aircraft 
being flown . 

Included in the refresher study 
was a review and analysis of the 
most appropriate frequency for pro
viding this training. Two separate, 
formal studies were conducted. 
Data was collected and analyzed 
from these sources: 

• Two opinion surveys of over 
2,500 aircrew members. 

• A survey of 180 flying safety 
experts. 

• Computer analysis of all 
physiological flying incidents for 
five years - 1973-1977. 

• A report on aircraft accidents, 
1974-1977. 

• Computer analysis of actual 
Class A, B, and C aircraft mishaps, 
1977-1981. 

• Review of the literature on 
education and knowledge reten-

tion. 
The findings and recommenda

tions of the studies on the frequen
cy of refresher physiological train
ing were provided by the MA
JCOMs and the Air Staff. Concur
rence and approval from these 
agencies have now been finalized 
with these conclusions: 

• The frequency of training will 
remain unchanged at three years. 

• New aircrews entering the 
figJ:lter and attack inventory will 
receive their first refresher course 
within one year of undergraduate 
flying training, then every three 

• 

•• 

• 

• 

I 
I 

years thereafter. • 
• The current five year training 

frequency for officers with more 
than 25 years of rated service who 
must fly with an instructor remains 
unchanged. 

• The remainder of the refresher 
study will be completed to tailor the 
refresher course by weapon sys
tems. 

Implementation of the one-year 
refresher training requirement for 
first assignment fighter and attack 
aircrews will be temporarily de
layed, however, pending resolution 
of the impact on the Lead-In Fighter 
Training pipeline. One of the possi-
ble methods of minimizing this im-
pact is the establishment of a 
physiological training facility at 
Holloman AFB, New Mexico, the 
location of the Lead-In Fighter 
Training school. Tactical Air Com-
mand (TAC) is studying this alter-
native to determine its feasibility 
and cost effectiveness. Appropriate 
changes to AFR 50-27, Air Force 
Aerospace Physiological Training 
Program, will be made subsequent_ 
to the completion of the TAC impact. 
study. • 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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IIIII~ 
REX RILEY 
Directorate of Aerospace Safety 

• Recently, a transient alert 
maintenance operation was in
volved in a sequence of events 
which could have had very serious 
consequences. 

An F-4 was launching from a non
F-4 base. The crew strapped in and 
the transient alert maintenance 
technician assisting the launch 

• 
pulled the remaining ejection seat 
safety pins and handed them to the 
crew. Apparently the technician un-

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

knowingly pulled the rocket motor 
initiator hose pin (see picture) as 
well (even though it was not stream-
ered). This action disconnected the 
initiator hose and deactivated the 
rocket motor. 

The crew launched, and it was 
not until the postflight at home base 
that they found that the front seat 
rocket was deactivated. 

The lesson of this story is not to 
point fingers . Transient alert per
sonnel are required to be familiar 
with a variety of aircraft systems 
most of which are not indigenous to 
that base. Thus, TA must depend 
upon the accuracy of Tech Orders 
for their systems knowledge. In the 
case of this pin, the T.O. guidance 
was somewhat vague, and the ac
tual significance of this particular 
pin was not explained. 

There is, however, a reasonably 
reliable solution. The pilot could 
have avoided the whole incident by 

a pulling all the pins except the face 
., curtain before climbing into the 

cockpit. 

In more general terms, every air
craft has certain peculiarities which, 
if overlooked, can be serious. The 
aircrew knows these and should 
either point them out to the TA folks 
or check the item personally. 

On the subject of ejection seats, 

I prefer to check it myself . I want to 
be sure the seat will work if I have 
to use it. 

How thorough is your briefing to 
TA? And, how well do you preflight 
on a cross-country flight? • 

The pin shown in the picture above is not one of the seat safety pins which should be remov
ed before flight. Pulling this pin (the rocket motor initiator hose pin) disconnects the initiator 
hose and disables the seat rocket motor. 
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Learning Experiences 

Aviation Safety Report
ing System (ASRS) - and 
Callback, its voice - is a 
non-elitist operation. Inci
dent reports are received 
from air traffic controllers, 
air carrier, general avia
tion, and military pilots, 
airport people, miscellan
eous observers (including 
passengers) .. . All re
ceive equal attention: les
sons may be gained from 
any of the sources, and it 
is our endeavor to share 
these lessons to increase 
safety awareness through
out the aviation commun
ity. Two reports from GA 
pilots indicate that report
ers learned from their er
rors - and, perhaps, from 
the self-analysis that 
followed. 
•... I called entry in

to downwind leg. I don't 
recall if I said, "left down
wind;' or just, "down
wind:' In any case, . I en
tered a right downwind. 
This field uses a left-hand 
pattern, a fact that was irn-
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mediately pOinted out to 
me by UNICOM-. They 
must have seen me, as I'm 
quite sure I didn't call, 
"right downwind:' Rather 
than contort my approach 
worse than it already was, 
I announced that I'd fly 
this one to the right and 
watch it in the future .... 
It was my intention to fly 
a left-hand pattern - I 
knew that this was correct 
in this case. I'm embar
rassed to say that this has 
happened to me now and 
then . . .. Evidently I'm 
failing to visualize how 
my entry will look to me 
when I arrive at the field. 
I've tried using a compu
tation based on runway 
heading ... to cue me as 
to pattern entry, but it 
hasn't helped. Now I've 
added to my "before land
ing" checklist, "visualize 
traffic pattern," and I re
solve to say to myself, 
"put the runway on your 
left ." I'm tired of embar
rassing myself . 

• 
-r 

e 

at another airport 71/2 
miles south of my destin
ation. I immediately 
climbed above the ATA 

• 

• 
• Departed for an air

port 12 miles west on 
pleasure flight . I was 
receiving radar advisories; 
I was told to report destin
ation in sight. I had never 
been there and thought I 
should have seen the air
port by now. Radar then 
asked if I had it in sight. 
I said, "Yes;' even though 
I didn't (I didn't want to 
bother them - that was 
real stupid on my part). 
Radar service was then 
cancelled and I went in 
search of the airport on 
my own. While looking, I 
thought I saw it; however, 
I ended up on downwind 

and departed north- • 
bound. I very seldom use 
a sectional chart and 
usually fly to airports with 
radar or a VOR on the 
field. I should have called 
the tower when I recog- • 
nized what I did, but I 
was too embarrassed. It 
won't happen again! The 
most embarrassing aspect 
of this is that I'm an air 
traffic controller at a VFR 
tower and definitely know . 
better than this! - Courlesy 

ASRS Cal/back. May 84. 

Gear Up and Locked - headset with close-fit 
Head Likewise "muif-type" earpieces ... 

• 

• 

• On a normal, seem- I will have to remove the • 
ingly uneventful landing I head set prior to landing 
inadvertently missed the sequence or else discon-
GEAR item on my land- tinue use of this type of 
ing checklist and failed to headset completely. 
extend it before landing But then you may miss 
. . . The damage was something else important -
quite minor (prop tips) controller warning, party • 
. . . I believe the primary line, etc. There are other 
cause of my failure to hear alternatives.. . Gear-down_ 
the gear warning horn is lights help. - Courlesy ASRS Cal/, 

that I routinely wear a back. May 84. 

• 
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C-SB Landing Gear Tests 
Completed 

• Testing has been com
pleted successfully on the 
main landing gear and 
landing door actuation 
system designed for the 
U.S. Air Force's C-5B 
military transport aircraft. • 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Testing of the new gear 
began in December 1983 
using a C-5B landing gear 
simulator, and involved a 
total of 6,130 extensions 
and retractions (cycles) of 
the landing gear. 

The C-SA system re
quires 40 gear boxes - 10 

A Back Stabber 
A C-130 loadmaster us

ed his combat knife while 
rigging a container deliv
ery system for airdrop. 

After completing a por
tion of the checklist, the 
loadmaster sat down. As 
he did so, the knife which 
was attached to the ad-

e justable velcro waist strap 
of his flight suit caught in 

boxes for each landing 
gear - to rotate torque 
tubes which activated the 
landing gear. The new 
system, however, will 
eliminate all but two gear 
boxes per landing gear. 

Integral with the new 
landing gear actuator, the 
new gear boxes give the 
system increased redun
dancy, easier maintenance 
and better reliability. The 
new system also includes 
a fail-safe emergency 
landing gear extension 
and an evenly-distributed 
load during extension and 
retraction. 

the nylon web seat. It 
came out of its sheath 
lodging in the webbing, 
blade toward the load
master. 

He then leaned for
ward, and when he lean
ed back again in the seat 
the knife penetrated his 
right side and nicked the 
lung. 
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That's Not Part of the 
Aerobics Course 

At dusk one evening, 
Tower controllers at an air 
base observed a jogger 
run up to and across the 

What's An Initial? 
A civilian pilot in a 

Commanche contacted an 
Air Force Base Tower for 
clearance through the air
port traffic area. The 
Tower controller advised 
him that traffic was "two 
F-4s on initial." The 
civilian pilot saw the F-4s, 
but being unfamiliar with 
military terminology did 
not understand that the 
F-4s would begin a break 
to downwind at mid-field. 
When the first F-4 started 
his break, the civilian pilot 
took evasive action by 
climbing, and the F-4s 
passed 150 feet beneath 
him. 

The investigator of this 
occurrence also found that 
the ·civilian pilot believed 

h~1 
active runway. Fortunate
ly, there was no traffic at 
the time. 

We are told that the in
dividual was counseled by 
his supervisor. 

that the Tower was re
sponsible for aircraft sep
aration despite the fact 
that all aircraft were VFR. 
The investigator recom
mended that Tower con
trollers be more explicit 
when talking to general 
aviation aircraft about 
military unique opera
tions. 

He also suggested that 
controllers should pay at
tention to the location of 
VFR aircraft cleared to 
transit the ATA and 
reminded controllers that 
they have the option to 
direct heading or altitude 
changes to transiting air
craft to avoid conflicts 
with aircraft on approach 
to the base. 
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ROTATING THE F-16 
MAJOR JOHN C. PLUTA 
Di rectorate of Aerospace Safety 

• An F-16 pilot had completed all 
his preflight procedures correctly 
and then started his take off roll. At 
the computed rotation speed of 140 
knots he initiated back pressure, but 
the aircraft did not seem to want to 
rotate. The pilot felt as though he 
had to force the aircraft off the 
ground . The aircraft became air
borne 5 knots above computed take
off speed but felt "mushy" to the 
pilot. He therefore elected to set the 
aircraft back on the runway and 
abort the take off . After the aircraft 
touched down, the pilot applied full 
braking and lowered the hook . The 
aircraft engaged the departure end 
BAK 14 at 130 knots. 

Subsequent investigation of the 
failure to rotate incident uncovered 
no aircraft problems with the possi-. 
ble exception of an under-inflated 
nose strut. 
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During the past eight years, 21 
mishaps have been caused by a 
high-speed abort due to "failure to 
rotate." In ten cases, the mishap in
vestigation board positively identi
fied an underserviced nosegear 
strut as the cause. In the other 
eleven cases, the cause was un
determined - often with no men
tion of having checked the nosegear 
strut for proper servicing. 

In the past two years, five F-16s 
have failed to rotate. This has 
created a high level of interest due 
to the potentially catastrophic 
results of a high-speed abort. An 
analysis by General Dynamics re
vealed that an underserviced nose
gear strut can increase nosewheel 
lift-off speed by as much as 15 knots 
in the F-16. There are two reasons 
for this : (1) The decrease in deck 
angle - better known as "angle of 
attack," and (2) The lack of positive 
pressure in the strut which, when 

• 
e 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
properly serviced, assists in achiev-
ing rotation as airspeed increases to • 
nose wheel lift-off speed. 

This information has resulted in 
the following efforts: (1) The 
development of a "failure to rotate 
troubleshooting checklist" for the 
F-16 maintenance community which 
includes checking the nosegear • 
strut for proper servicing, and (2) A 
change to the Dash 1 to alert pilots 
of the increased airspeed necessary 
to achieve rotation with an under
serviced nosegear strut. 

Remember, proper strut servicing • 
is a function of gross weight/con
figuration and includes the right 
combination of hydraulic fluid and 
nitrogen, which can only be verified 
by maintenance with gauges. So, if 
a strut "looks about right" but is 
bottoming out during taxi, it is not • 
properly serviced. Give it back to 
maintenance before you tak.A 
off. • .. 

• 



• 

-• 
--_.- ... _- flying mission, so you should be able 
~li"f.fj~¥,~~ to locate someone who understands • : ;.~~,i.~~';~;:~~ the term. 

• 

• 
Acronyms 

I am an A1C (first-term) and work 
in the Civil Engineering Squadron at 
Edwards AFB, CA, and I have just 
read the article "LOC Survey" in the 
January 1984 issue of Flying Safety. 

• 
My supervisor receives this maga

zine every month and distributes it to 
her staff to read if they so desire. I, per
sonally, read it every month. 

Unfortunately, I am not a pilot and 
I don't come in contact with any pilots 
so I sometimes get a mite confused by 
the acronyms used by pilots and flight 
crews. 

• 
Could you please tell me where I 

might be able to find the meanings of 
these acronyms? Any help you can 
give me would be greatly appreciated 
as I thoroughly enjoy reading this mag
azine. 

A1C Sarah R. Hernandez, USAF 
Edwards AFB, CA 

• Thanks for your comments. We try 
to be careful with acronyms and abbre
viations. However, you identify one key 
point. Our target audience - aircrew 
members - use many acronyms every 
day. They are familiar with them and 

• have no trouble understanding them. 
One publication that might help you 

if you find an unfamiliar abbreviation 
is AFM 11-2, 1\ir Force Abbreviations." 

As for the special pilot acronyms 
and language, I'm afraid the only sug
gestion I can make is to find someone 

• familiar with the language to explain. 

• 

There are many crewmembers and 
_ support personnel who can help. Any 

base that receives Flying Safety has a 

FSM Distribution 
Those of us down in the squadrons 

like to read Flying Safety magazine. I 
see that the reader per copy ratio you 
publish is 3 to 1. How come we don't 
get that many here at our base? 

Sometime FSM Reader 
The reader per copy ratio for Flying 

Safety is 3 to 1. But we don't know 
where those 3 are unless you tell us. 
The way to do that is to survey your 
squadron. Figure your total population 
of aircrew or direct aircrew support per
sonnel (Ops, Life Support, Air Traffic 
Control, etc.). That number divided by 
three is your authorized number of 
copies of Flying Safety. 

Check with your admin section or 
the person who orders your regs. 
That's the person who can get with the 
base Publishing Distribution Office 
and make sure you are getting the 
proper number. If you are already get
ting a 3 to 1 ratio of magazines, may
be you ought to check some desk 
drawers to see who's hiding them. 

EDITOR: <~~ 
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The "Heavies" 
The "Heavies" safety report in the 

May issue of Flying Safety is very in
teresting, but I noticed that you did not 
include the E-4A/B aircraft. Perhaps 
you have labeled it a "Super Heavy~ 

As one of the past logistics/Main
tenance single points for the E-4 pro
gram, I think it has a pretty impressive 
safety record. Thanks for your time. 

Major John W. Roth, USAF 
92d Strategic Squadron 

Flying Safety Record 
I was disappointed, but not sur

prised, to discover that our T-43's 
outstanding flying safety record was 
omitted from the May issue of your 
magazine which was devoted to "The 
Heavies~ At times it seems that most 
USAF people don't know we exist, so 
your apparent oversight is understand
able. 

Our aircraft is now 11 years old and 
weve never had a Class A. Weve had 
only a few Class Bs, and they were all 
due to birds trikes and tire failures . I 
personally feel that our safety record 
is outstanding, particularly when you 
consider that we have some really 
miserable winter weather. Were ex
tremely proud of our accomplishments 
here at Mather AFB and plan to keep 
our flight safety record intact. Perhaps 
a little recognition in next month's 
magazine is in order. Thanks for your 
indulgence. 

Major Gary L. Greeson, USAF 
Mather AFB, CA 

There were several aircraft omitted 
from our annual review. Space limita-

contmued 
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Mail Call continued 

tions required that we be selective 
about which aircraft were covered. 

The purpose of this annual report is 
not recognition, but rather a report on 
previous mishap experience and future 
developments . Those aircraft which 
had no significant problems like the 
T-43 and the £ -4 or are limited in 
deployment to one or two bases were 
not covered in the magazine. 

Your safety record is a fine one. AFR 
900-26 "Safety Awards" contains pro
cedures for safety awards nomination. 

Airfield Safety Criteria 
I recommend an article be prepared 

... on the subject of airfield safety 
criteria. Upon reading an article by Ma
jor Kurt P Smith in the May 1983 issue 
of your publication I noticed the author 
made a statement on page 15, line 29, 
left hand column: "Luckily, the areas 
adjacent to the runways were relative
ly clear, or the results could have been 
worse." This statement perhaps reflects 
a lack of knowledge about the Air 
Force airfield criteria as spelled out in 
AFR 86-14, "Airfield and Heliport Plan
ning Criteria." 

In recognition of accidents that have 
had aircraft roll off the paved runways, 
extensive work is done to prevent in
stallation of equipment not necessary 
for airfield operations. Furthermore, the 
equipment allowed must meet frange
ability requirements. This means that 
equipment can be easily separated 
from fittings so as to minimize damage 
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to aircraft. 
I suspect most aircrew members, as 

well as support personnel, are not 
aware of the intensive engineering ef
fort done on airfield matters in direct 
support of the USAF safety program. 
I also suspect the information will be 
of most benefit to all. 

Capt Ramon A. Cardona, USAF 
24 CSG, APO Miami 

Thanks for the suggestion. We have 
contacted the experts on airfield 
criteria, and an article will appear in a 
future issue. 

Surviving In 
The Aviation 

Jungle 
-~ -

"Surviving in the Aviation Jungle" 
The special feature, "Surviving in the 

Aviation Jungle," by Captain Trebon in 
the June 1984 issue is exceptional. It's 
not only factual, but also unbiased. 
Considering the mix of high-tech and 
low-tech vehicles in the air, it's amaz
ing that the system is still fairly tolerant 
and safe. 

L.J. Long 
Lyn-Air Aviation 

Fort Worth, Texas 

More On "Surviving in the 
Aviation Jungle" 

The article in your June 1984 iSSUe, 
"Surviving in the Aviation Jungle" by 
Captain Greg Trebon was absolutely 
outstanding. It's very well written, easi
ly understandable, and accurate. It 
should be incorporated as required 

• 
• 

Th, va" ma~ of a.,..u,tIorl ectM1y In the UO!tOO S!/Jwloo.dwt ~a1 
.wtahoo <Iimail &nd plkxs ope1'l!odng prinwily uodor VFR MUltAry piIoIs must 
abo know and ~lolOd !heM rules for we share the- lIit: ... ith our 9'?f\0'aI 
II'IIoltlol'lCOUflterparb 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
reading in the annual Instrument 
Refresher Course, Undergraduate Pilot 
Training, and copies distributec;i to the 

• 

flying safety offices of all major airlines. • 
We IFR jet pilots tend to have con

ceited misconceptions about who 
"owns" what airspace, and the lack of 
knowledge of many of my peers is real
ly scary. rm surprised we don't have a 
lot more military!civilian midairs. You 
might follow up by soliciting an article • 
on other "shared" airspace, such as 
MOA's, Restricted Areas, Warning 
Areas, and IR/VR Routes. 

Major Eric P. Hansen, USAF 
Edwards AFB CA 

Thanks for the kind words. Youra 
suggestion for an article is a good one .• 
Are there any volunteers? 

• 
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Presented for 

outstanding airmanship 

and professional 

performance during 

a hazardous situation 

and for a 

significant contribution 

to the 

United States Air Force 

Accident Prevention 

Program. 

CAPTAIN 

Richard S. Cain 
58th Tactical Training Wing 

Luke Air Force Base, Arizona 

• On 13 September 1983, Captain Cain was flying a surface attack sor
tie in an F-16A as a part of the F-16 qualification course. He had completed 
a low level and performed radar bomb deliveries prior to commencing 
a low angle strafe pass. While recovering from a strafing pass, Captain 
Cain advanced the throttle and when passing three-fourths forward, felt 
the throttle resistance lessen. Rpm stabilized at 90 percent and although 
he could move the throttle freely, the engine rpm remained at military. 
Captain Cain turned the aircraft toward Luke AFB, initiated a climb, and 
declared an emergency. Fuel on board at the time was 3,200 pounds with 
fuel flow of 8,300 PPH. Captain Cain established communications with 
the Luke supervisor of flying. Attempts to regain engine throttle response 
in UFC and BUC were unsuccessful. Hotel conference discussions with 
engineering and flight test personnel could not determine the cause or 
offer other suggestions to resolve the problem. After establishing an orbit 
over Luke AFB, Captain Cain descended in the aircraft to 18,000 feet. He 
started the jet fuel starter and emergency power unit and using the throt
tle unsuccessfully tried to shut down the engine. He decided to wait un
til the engine flamed out and performed a flameout pattern and remained 
at 18,000 feet until this happened. He made one level turn as airspeed 
bled down from 350 knots to 210 knots and then a descending turn so 
as to arrive at high key at 10,000 feet. The gear handle was lowered and 
the emergency gear extension handle was pulled. The flameout pattern 
was flown as prescribed in the Dash 1, and Captain Cain landed the air
craft uneventfully. Captain Cain's ability to function in an extremely 
stressful situation, combined with superb airmanship, averted the possi
ble loss of life and prevented the loss of a valuable aircraft. WELL 
DONE! • 
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